CHRISTMAS JOY IN MANY FORMS FILLS CAPITAL

A Red Yeubride in Spirit Though Snow Was Lacking and Day Sprinkled.

CITY'S POOR MADE HAPPY

Thousands Provided With Substantial Dinners or Well-filled Baskets.

CONSIDER CHILDREN ESPECIALLY

Ophelns and Ottom in Institutions Are Liberally Honored. Family Celebrations Made.

The day of snow and the oil fell in the middle of the week, the new month only in memory, but, according to one report, they sold as much as they could. The weather was pleasant, mild, and sunny, with a gentle breeze blowing from the north. The city had a holiday atmosphere, though it rained descent throughout the night after the snow fell.

KILLS HERSELF ON CHRISTMAS

Mrs. Gertrude West Drinks Pounds of Carbolic Acid.

MONTGOMERY ASPERTIZED. POLICE ARE INVESTIGATING

Woman Said to Have Been Will, Says Cannot Be Found.

"I feel it killing me!"

The report of the suicide of Mrs. Gertrude West, 57, of the 10th Ward, has been confirmed by the police. The woman was found dead in her home early this morning. It is believed that she took her life by drinking a deadly poison.

CARE OF RUSSIA IS STIRRED FOR WAR: CAN BE NO SEPARATE PEACE, HE SAYS

President Bryan To Meet Rulers.

London Paper Says Sign Increase Showing Design

There is no discussion of the terms of peace at present, but it is believed that there will be no separate peace. The President plans to meet with the rulers of the world, and the London paper says that the increase of the armaments is proof of this.

U.S. REFUSES TO DISCUSS ANCONA MATERIALLY ORALLY

Lanning Tells Austrian Charge Prompt Reply from Vienna to Note Is Desired. WANTS DEFINITE ANSWER INTERPRETED AS MEANING THERE WILL BE NO MORE TEMPOREL ON SUB-ISO.

U.S. NOT TO YIELD AN INCH. AMERICA WILL HOLD AUSTRIA TO STRICT ACCOUNTABILITY. NO MORE CONFERENCE WITH BALKAN LEADER.

The United States is not to yield an inch to Austria. America will hold Austria to strict accountability and there will be no more temporizing on the issue.

GERMANY NOW FEELING HER FIRST DEATH TEMOR, SAYS CLEMENCEAU

Troubles at Home and Failure in Russia Attract that Kaiser Feels His Rod of Domination Shaking in His Hand.

The German government is now feeling the first death tremor. The Kaiser feels his rod of domination shaking in his hand.

MAIL BAG ROBBED OF SECURITIES WORTH $750,000

Three Cut Open Packet at Washington's. Will Route to Depot.

ARREST NEGRO DRIVERS

Believed by Officials. They Were Bribed by Men in Conspiracy.

The Washington police have arrested two Negro drivers who were believed to be taking part in a conspiracy to rob the mail bag.

FIVE CENTS.

GERMANS ATTACK ALLIES IN GREECE WITH HEAVY GUNS

Artillery at Lake Doiran Is Vigorously Bombarding Frontier Positions.

NEW MOVE BY ATHENS

Reported Invaders Will Not Be Permitted to Attempt Flanking Tactics.

The Athenians have begun a new move by Athens. They will not be permitted to attempt flanking tactics.

MARINE CORPS SHORT OF MEN


COULD NOT RECRUIT THEM IN TIME TO MEET ANY CRISIS

Recommended that Congress Give Members of Military Organization Rights of Residency.

The Marine Corps is now short of men. The present force of 7,200 is not enough to meet any crisis.

SAY GREEKS PROTESTED

Worse Than Present. Better Conditions in Land, Morin Reports.

Under the new conditions, the Greeks have protested.

TRAIN KILLS 6 CHILDREN AND MOTHER

Ludlow's Body Found on Track at Oskaloosa.

The train killed six children and a mother at Oskaloosa.

SPRING WEATHER, RAIN AND SNOW—ALL IN DAY

From a Vested Christmas Day. Rainy from April Days to December Cold.

The weather is now in full swing. Rainy from April days to December cold.

Fighting Around Tyros Friday.

London, Dec. 2.—The Oskaloosa train in which six children and a mother were killed yesterday was reported to have been derailed near Oskaloosa.

TWO-YEAR-OLD CHILD SELF-DESTRUCTION

In a Tragic End, Child Fell Into a Fire.

The child was found to have started a fire.

The child was playing with a candle, and the parents did not notice it.

The candle was started in a fit of anger.
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